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ABOUT US
SCS Engineering Surveyors is a multidiscipline surveying company specialising in
acquiring high quality data to satisfy our clients’ needs. Our Scanning and 3D
Modelling services provide an innovative measurement solution allowing for the
capture, modelling and visualisation of complex real world situations.
Benefits;

3D presentable data for visualisation

Maximising field productivity

Coloured photo-realistic viewable data

3D point clouds capturing every detail

Streamlining the design, create & validate workflow

PERSONNEL
All operators are trained surveyors and highly capable to perform any task. Our
multidiscipline team ensures that all work is carried out with best practice ensuring
that all our clients receive the highest level of advice, service and data.

EQUIPMENT / SOFTWARE
Our precise instruments and sophisticated software ensures we are able to efﬁciently
and safely capture and document the built environment with a high level of detail.
Our range of specialised measurement instruments provides a solution for each
application to develop a georeferenced data set for interrogation, analysis, feature
extraction, modelling and visualisation.

Leica MS50

-accurate survey
grade data and
scanning solution
in one
instrument.

Pix4D

Leica Infinity

photogrammetry
software to create a
georeferenced and
accurate 3D models
from overlapping
photos.

-intelligent software
enabling easy
management,
visualisation and
processing of
cloud data.

OUR CLIENTS;
CIVIL & STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS
ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS
PROJECT MANAGERS AND BUILDERS
DEVELOPERS AND PROPERTY OWNERS
PLANNERS
URBAN DESIGNERS
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SCANNING &
3D MODELLING SERVICES
3D MODELLING
Modelling of indoor and outdoor environments used for preservation, visualisation, dilapidation, monitoring, refurbishment, designs and internal layouts.

SCAN TO BIM
Delivering 3D models required for retrospective engineering, refurbishment,
maintenance, design and renovation projects.

DETAIL SURVEYS
Accurate point cloud data used for terrain modelling, 3D string extraction,
ﬂy-throughs, analysis and visualisation.

AS-BUILT SURVEYS
Accurate site measurements and reliable scan data for interrogation, quality
assurance and project handover.

APPLICATIONS INCLUDE;
HERITAGE/FACADES
URBAN DWELLINGS
HIGH RISE
RETAIL/COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE AGENT MARKETING

CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS PLANTS
STRUCTURE MONITORING
CIVIL
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